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alternative objective assessment tools of motor features and
potential screeing tool for IPD. They are simple to use and do
not require administration by healthcare professional, thus can
be useful for home and remote patient monitoring. This is
especially relevant during Covid-19 pandemic when patients
may not be able to attend outpatient follow-up.

Motor features of IPD were traditionally assessed by gold
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standard tool UPDRS, but it requires administration by trained
clinicians and the assessment is relatively subjective. Modern
smarphones are widely available and they all possessed
inbuilt inertial motion sensors suitable for analysis of gait and
other motor features. It is unknown how the phone-based
motor parameters (PMP) can correlate with the UPDRS.
Table 1

PMP from phone-based tests had moderate to strong
correlations with UPDRS subscores. A larger scale study could
combine these parameters for a composite parameter to further
correlate and predict UPDRS. This could serve as remote
monitoring of patients’ motor features and for drug titration. 5metre TUGT can be easily performed by subjects at home and
the average stride length is a potential screening tool for IPD.
This pilot study is the first to utilize phone-based assessment of
motor

features
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Chinese

patients

with

IPD.

These

assessments could serve as potential objective assessment
and screeing tool for IPD, for home and remote patient
monitoring. This is especially relevant during Covid-19
pandemic when patients may not be able to attend outpatient
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follow-up.

